
 

#THETRUMPCANDLE  

The project 
The Trump candle is a project that humorously aims to deal with a topic that the whole world is 
talking about. How long can Donald Trump last as president? 

Week by week we are presented with a new ridiculous scandal involving Donald Trump, while he 
conveniently buries his head in the sand. Inspired by the Fallas de Valencia and the controversial 
festival Burning Man, we have created the Trump candle to ask the universe for Trump to civilly 
resign from his presidency and return to his extravagant mansions, playing golf and relaxing in 
Florida’s beaches.  It’s just a matter of time. 

About the idea 
The Trump Candle symbolizes the hope the whole planet shares: Time will pass and all the gibberish  
will soon melt away in front of our eyes. 

The movement  
Our goal is to create a movement provoking an effect á la Olympic torch, inviting people to light the 
Trump candle, either virtually by sharing the video through social media (the candle lights up once 
you press play) or by purchasing the Trump candle and lighting it at your home or business. We 
believe it is a different approach to maintain this issue open, not only in the United States but 
throughout the world. 

A candle with a Cause. Make Trump work 
By lighting the Trump candle, you would not only ask the Universe for Trump’s  
resignation, but you would also make him work on issues he refuses to address. 
For every candle purchased, we will donate 30%  of the profits to social issues he chooses to 
neglect; such as  Immigration , LGBTQ, Women’s rights and Global worming. 

The opportunity  
This upcoming month of January marks one year of Donald Trump’s presidency - surely this is not 
the kind of candle he is expecting. Moreover, as a new year begins, we have the opportunity to 
reflect and plan what we want to achieve throughout 2018. The Trump candle symbolizes the hope 
the whole planet shares. 
  
About Ouniques 
Ouniques is a collective of designers and creators based in Los Angeles, California, which aims to 
influence the reality that surrounds us via limited editions product designs and ideas that can 
create conversations and debates that are significant and important to our planet. The Trump 
candle is our first project. 


